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Designed with a traditional vintage look, the DECO Vintage Scoop Q32 features 
a 32W RGBWW LED. This lightweight fixture is designed with a reflective gold 
finish that enhances the depth effect on the saturated colors. The 2475K warm 
white creates a nice warm sunset effect, ideal for theatrical and studio utilization.

Using the double mounting yoke, the unit can be grouped vertically with others 
to create a grid. This ladder mounting capability is practical and can simplify the 
ability to create elaborate set ups, allowing this fixture to be used in small to large 
productions. If desired it can also be placed on a stand and be used individually.

As part of the DECO series, this unit uses Voltage over Ethernet and it is designed 
to provide versatility with simplicity by being able to connect to a number of DECO 
Drivers for power and control. 

Integrate your next project with the Deco Vintage Scoop Q32.

  DES
 CRIP
TION



Features.

Designed with a traditional vintage look, 
the unit features a 32W RGBWW LED. 
This lightweight fixture is designed with 
a reflective gold finish that enhances the 
depth effect on the saturated colors.

REVITALIZED LOOK
The vivid red, green and blue color hues 
this fixture projects can transform any 
room setting.  The 2475K warm white 
can create nice soft tones that can add 
depth and soften the mood.

TETRA COLOR
Using the double mounting yoke, the unit 
can be grouped vertically with others to 
create a grid. This ladder mounting capability 
is practical and can simplify the ability to 
create elaborate set ups, allowing this fixture 
to be used in small to large productions. If 
desired it can also be placed on a stand and 
be used individually
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